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Dear Committee,
Please find below my submission re the Exploration of Community Access to Parks and Open Spaces.
My name is Christa Botsman and I live in a small hamlet called Korweinguboora in the Central Highlands of Victoria.
The Wombat State Forest is on my doorstep, and this my open space, my park. During Covid 19, we have all
discovered the great importance of people being able to access parks and open spaces in their local neighbourhood.
My major concern is the recommendation of VEAC to turn a public space, our State Forest, into an area that restricts
access and denies the community the ability to recreate, by creating yet another closed National Park. Country
people, like myself and my family, are tired of having people from Metro Melbourne, telling us how we should live,
wanting to lock us out of our forest, our bush, our open space. Our State Forest is a place where us country folk
recreate, where we choose to live, where we’d like to continue to walk our dogs, go horse riding, collect firewood
(fallen timber), free camp, drive, explore, and prospect. Once our State Forest is turned into a National Park, our
right to recreate will be taken away. We will be told where we can go and what we can do, our access and activities
will be restricted and our mental health and well‐being will be eroded.
Locking away yet another large tract of land into a National Park, also means there will be further mismanagement
of our beautiful forest. Weeds will abound, fuel loads will increase, as fire reduction burns will be discouraged, and
feral animals will abound. Mismanagement of our forest will cause a fire death trap for our precious flora and fauna.
Keeping forests open to a myriad of people means there are more eyes to detect problems, to notify authorities and
to assist in the correct management of our valuable resource. The status of National Park will destroy the very thing
the green groups say they are protecting. The horrendous bushfires of early 2020 clearly demonstrated how
mismanaged forests can become firestorms that destroy absolutely everything.
The Wombat State Forest not only provides a wonderful bush experience for local people, but is within close
proximity for Melburnians to enjoy. We have chosen to live in this beautiful environment and want to be able to
continue to access the forest on our doorstep. We act responsibly in the bush and we fully understand the
importance of protecting our waterways and wildlife corridors, but believe from our past 30 years’ experience living
in Korweinguboora, that we can live harmoniously with the flora and fauna that surrounds us.
Please consider my submission when you are looking at the importance of parks and open spaces for communities.
Sincerely
Christa Botsman

